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"One of the greatest difficulties in the present

teaching of science is that the material is presented in

purely objective form, or is treated as a new peculiar kind

of experience which the child can add to what he had already

had. In reality, science is of value because it gives the

ability to interpret and control the experience already had.

'It should be introduced, not as so much new SUbject-matter,

but uS showing the factors already involved in previous

experience and as furnishing tools by which that experience

can be more easily and effectively regula ted •." --.John Dewey



M. S.
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In the discussion of these probleras with various city,

observe local natural phenomena as closely or as accurately

the city also had considerable difficulty in adjusting them-

". . ,..

"', ......
.! -' ~ , ' "

. '. " ~,; .'..,~', ..... ~

',.>' ',' ••
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I. I~TRODUCTION

.'

During her rural teaching experience, the writer had

selves to the routine of a one-room country school. The

These statements ra ised the follovling questions: Are

the school year. She noted that these children did not

A. JUSTIFICATION FOR THIS STUDY

often received pupils from surrounding city systems during

as the local country children. The children coming from

make higher responses?

writer had also observed that the country child had equal

difficulty in adjusting himself to a city school system.

country children less intelligent than city childr~n? Age

for age, and grade for grade, how do country children com

pare with city children in achievement and intelligence?

In what scientific sUbject fields would country children

teachers, the statement was made that country children

subjects of a mathematical nature than in any other phase

rated lower than city children on intelligence tests. It

was also stated that the country children rated higher on

of school work.
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These interests were further emphasized and widened

by discussions in Mr. E. E. Ramsey.' s Educational Sociology

class concerning the probable influences of environmental

factors.

The folloWing questions persisted: Is the use of the

conventional standards of measurement of intelligence a

fair test of an individual's innate capacity, or is environ

ment also a contributing factor? Since country environment

has consistently contributed outstanding men to the nation's

leaders, are the conventional standards of measurement of

intelligence and achievement ~lways adequate measuring sticks

for individuals from every 1JI.ralk of life';:

In order to jUdge children from different environments

properly, must we not consider the individual environmental

factors as well as the conventional intelligence standards?

B. STATEiiL"BJ-JT 0F PROBLEMS

From the above discussions and suggestions, the writer

formulated the following problems for this thesis:

1. Does environment play any part in the knowledge

and learning capacities in various subject fields?

2. What subject or subjects would the country environ

ment most influence?

3. Does environment influence the measure of intelli

gence possessed by an individual?

C. PROCEDURE USED

In order to solve scientifically the problems set

forth in Section B above, the writer compiled a test designed
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of the test.

a child derives from his environment.

To increase the reliabilitySources of Test Items.1.

As an aid in later arrangement and classification of

To eliminate the influence of technical scientific

to ascertain ~he amount of practical scientific knowledge

vation of environmental phenomena.

Thesis I02--Hensley, R. W., Teach-Test Procedure
in General Science.

Thesis 137--Dixon, Napoleon, An Objective
Test in Biology

These items were arranged without regard to uniformity

knowledge, questions of such nature were used that the

children would be able to answer through their own obser-

of this test, Questions and suggestions were obtained from the

following sources:

State High School Tests in General Science
for Indiana.

The following unpubl~shed Master's Theses of Indiana state

Teachers College:

2. Description of the Test. The science test consisted

of 156 multiple response obj ective ty:pe items including 46

biology questions, 25 agricultural questions, 24 physiology

3. Administration of~. In order to place this

stUdy upon a comparative basis, the writer administered this

questions, 32 physics questions, 16 chemistry questions,

and 22 questions of 8 miscellaneous nature.

of sUbject-matter grouping.

data, a one-page questionnaire was placed at the beginning
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test to groups of urban and rural children in Vanderburgh

and Posey Counties December, 1935,- and January, 1936. The

following scnools cooperated in making this study possible:,

Cynthiana, Wadesville, New Harmony, and Mt. Vernon High School

of Posey County and Reitz High School at Evansville in Van

derburgh County. From data obtained on the preliminary

page of the test, rural and urban groups ,Mere distinguished.

The children from Reitz and Mt. Vernon High Schools were

classified as rural or urban on the basis of distance from

the schools and the nature of the parental occupation. The

children of the remaining schools were considered as be-

longing to the· rural group.

Since motor ability and reaction time of response differ

in individuals, no time limit was set for the science test

but pupils were given all the time they desired in making

responses.

4. Obtaining a Co~non Measure. In order to have a

commonly accepted standard to use as a basis of classification

and grouping, the Otis Self-Administering Test of Mental Abil-

ity, Higher Examination: Form A was used to divide the coun

try and city children into two groups. The one group con-

sisted of tho se having an intelligence quotient 0 f 100 and

above, and the other of those having an intelligence quotient

below 100.

' .. '.'



A. SIMILAR STUDI ES AI'ill INVESTIGATIONS

II. ORGANIZATION J~U'W ANALYSIS OF DATA

statistical evaluation.

5

b.- The prese:n.t intelligence test seems to

be a better measure of the people of occupations

lAdelin W. Scott,.A Comparative Study of Responses
Children of Different Nationalities and Environments
Intelligence and Achievement Tests, pp. 1-30.

the unskilled group ranking lowest.

professional group ranking highest and those of

the scores on the tests of each, those of the

pations of children's parents tended to affect

a. The occupations of men and the occu-

same nature, as is the problem presented in this thesis,

These studies show the following re~ults in the com-

While the followin[ studies are not of exactly the

they may be said to be rather closely related to the sUbject

be most pertinent to the problems of this study were stated.

1. Adelin W. Scott. l This author made a very com-

at hand. Only such facts and conclusions which seemed to

prehensive sum~ary of studies made from 1916 to 1927,

tests. She states that both the number and types of studies

has been governed by the development of tests and their

which are psychological in nature and based on intelligence

parison of differences in enviromaents and occupations:

of
on
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high in the scale than those low in the scale.

In her own study, her problem"was to determine the

effect UDon responses to intelligence and achievement. ~

tests when (1) the nationalities of the subjects are

different and the environments are similar; (2) the

nationality is the sa-iUe and the environments ere dif-

ferent (3) the nationalities are mixed and the environ

ments are similar; and (4) the Darents of the subjects

are engaged in different occupations.

She used the National Intelligence Test and the stan-

ford A~hievement Test. Data for her study were collected

in the El Paso, Texas, City Schools and also taken from

the Texas Educational Survey.

The following conclusion was reached:

a. The children of ;Jrofessional suo town

groups make better scores on intelligence tests

than do children of laboring and rural groups.

2. W. H. Pyle and P. ~. Collings. 2 These men made a

stUdy of the mental and physical development of rural

children. It included the entire school population, ages

eight to eighteen, of a Missouri county, including over

2,000 children. The mental tests were given in the fall

of 1916, and the physical measures made in the fall of 1917.

In the mental tests there was found to be a greater

difference between city and country boys in favor of the

2W• H. Pyle and P. E. Collings, "The M:ental and Physical
Development of Rural Children," School and Society, Vol. 8,
1918, pp. 534-39.
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city than between city and country girls. It therefore

follows that the country girl shows up more favorably

mentally than' does the country boy.,

The question arises as to what extent the tests measure

native capacity, and to what extent the effects of school

training and other enviromnental influences bear upon the

responses made on the testE. The mental tests used measure

efficiency in various types of performance. This efficiency

is detennined by various factors, of which hereditary native

capacity is one, and in the opinion of the writers, the

rna st important.

They also state the follo~~nG factors as being the

probable ei..rplanation of the su}eriori ty of city children:

a. The city children were on the average

of better stocle than the country children.

b. The environment of the city hastens mental

development much as it seems to hasten certain as-

peets of physical development, as is indicated by the

greater muscular speed of city children.

c. The better teachers and schools of the

city give'the city children a training that enables

them to understand better ~mat is expected of them

in the tests and to try to do their very b est on

them. This was especially true in the case of the

young children where the difference between country

. and city children was found to be the greatest .

. "

.', rll'

"w _...:. ',.~"
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3. H. W•. McIntosh and H.-..1}. Schrarnmel. 3 A scholar

ship contest for eighth-grade pupils was sponsored by the

Kansas Teache'rs College of Emporia. Fifty-three counties.
in Kansas conducted contests in April, 1930. Scores of

3,532 pupils were reported for consideration for the state

awards.

Contestants competed in two divisions. Division A

was open to pupils from nine-months grade schools in villages

and cities; Division B, to pupils from eight-months schools

in rural districts. Both divisions ,took the same tests.

A school was mOf,t generally represented by one or two con-

testants, but in a few cases all eighth-grade pupils in

the county took the tests. The tests included questions

on the followinG subjects: arithmetic, civics, history,

English, reading, and spelling. Eacn test was of the ob-

jective type with true-false, multiple-choice, or completion-

)/ type questions. The items selected covered significant

phases of the sUbject-matter, and all items were considered

to be appropriate for eighth-grade pupils. The final score

for each pupil was the sum of the scores on the separate

test s.

The' follOWing conclusions were reached:

a. The distribution of the scores of the

1,921 pupils in the graded school and of the 1,61~

pupils in the rural schools were somewhat the same, ex-

cept that the measures of central tendency are higher

in the former group.

3H •. W~ McIntosh and H. E. Schrarnmel, "A Comparison of
of the AChievement of the Eighth Grade PUDils in Rural Schools
an93d in Graded Schools. ," The Elementary School Journal Vol 31
l. 0-1931, pp. 301-06. --- -- .' . ,
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b. ,The two group s were also alike in

The fact that the standard deviations for the two

These investi-

scores of Division B were in favor of Division A

differences in percentages based on the quartile

of the pupils \tIrere compared, the quartile scores of

the pupils in the graded schools were higher than those of

the pupils in the rural schools. The mean scores of

the pupils in the graded schools were higher in every

subject than those of the pupils in the rural schools.

divisions were very close indicated that the variability

of the two groups was practically the same. The

and spelling--and less noticeable in civics, English

variability, although there is a slight advant~ge

in favor'of' the rural school group.

c. When the scores ·01' the highest 31 per cent

vantage of the pupils in the nine-months schools is

in the fundamental subjects--arithmetic, reading

in every subject. The differences were greatest

and history. This fact might indicate that the ad-

greatest in the first years of school, ~len the funda-

mentals are being acquired--an advantage that is re-

tained through the elementary grades.

44. L. S. Pressey and J. B. Thomas.

district of southern Indiana, and of 268 country children

gators made a study of 270 country children in a poor rural

, . 4L•. S. Pressey and J. B. Thomas, itA Study of Country
Children in (1) A Good and (2) A Poor Farming District by
Means of a Group Scale of Intelligence," The Journal of
Applied Psychology, Vol .. III, 1919, pp. 283-286.
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in a fairly good agricultural district in the central

part of the state. Special difficulties qualifying the

findings, such as language handicaps were not encountered.. . .

The situation presented a mingling of' agriculture and small

scale industry. The Benet and Point Scales were used for

testing purposes. A previous study made by S. L. Pressey

and G. F. Teter5 , compared 1,022 colored children of the

grades with 2,800 white children of the grades.

In the study made by L. S. P~essey and J. B. Thomas,

the writers compared, by means of a mental test, the school

children of the two rural districts with the city children

used in the previous study. For children ages 10-13 it was

found that 20 per cent of the children in the poor district

rated above the medians for the city children as compared

with 36 per cent in the better district; 6 per cent in the

poorer district score above the 75 percentile for the city

children, as compared with 11 ;>er cent in the better dis-

trict; 48 per cent in the poorer district rate below the 25

percentile for the city children, as compared with 28 per

cent in the better district.

The final conclusions reached were as follows:

a. A group of unselected country children

rate about a year and a half below city children in

mental age.

58. L. Pressey and G. F. Teter, itA Comparison of Colored
and White Children by Means of a Group Scale Intelligence."
~Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. III, 1919, pp. 277-
282. -
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b. Analysis by test shows nothing that

could be considered distinctive.

c. The children in a good farming district

rated above children in a poor farming district.

d. It is urged that the usual type of in-

telligence test does not give adequate measures of I.

the ability of country children; performance tests

and materials more relevant to their environment

are needed.

5. G. A. Fukuda.
6

Fukuda made a survey of 257 school

children of the Washinton School, Evanston, Illinois, 1923,

to ascertain the intelligence nornlS and their relations to

nationality, school training, and environment, factors com-

monly regarded as having a direct bearing upon the in-

telligence of the children. The nationalities represented

were United states (White), 78; United states (colored), 6;

Canada, 2; England, 19; Scotland, 3; Ireland, 1; S~!eden, 63;

Poland, 27; Germany, 25; Norway, 11; Greece, 6; Bohemia, 4;

Russia, 3; Russian-Jew, 3; Italy, 2; Denmark, 2; Holland, 1;

Mexican, 1. The Terman Revised Benet-Simon Individual Test

was used.

The following conclusions were reached:

a. Both the median and the average scores of

the intelligence quotients of the total school children

(257) was 93.

6G. A. Fukuda, "A Survey of the Intelligence and
Environment of School Children," The Junerican Journal of
PS'ychoiogy, Vol. 36, 1925, liP. 124-140.
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. b. .The English speaking class scores higher

than the non-English speaking'class, with a difference

of 4 points in both the median and average scores.

c. Those Whose parents are engaged in so-called

"brain and skilled" work score higher than those whose

parents are of other occupations. To put this relation

in terms of the average I. Q., it may be said that

there is a difference of 13 points between business

and office work and unskilled labor, and that there is

also a difference of 5 points between the class of

skilled labor and that of unskilled labor.

d. The English speaking peoLI} e are engaged more

in the occupations of "brain and skilled" work and less

in unskilled labor than the non-English speaking class.

e. The English speaking class gets higher en-

vironment scores than the non-English speaking class,

the difference being 2 points.

f. The coefficient of correlation between the

intelligence quotients and the environment scores is not

low, being 53.

g. From these facts it may be concluded that

there exists a rather close relationship between in-

telligence, nationality and environment. High I. Q.,

high environment score, and brain work go with the

people of the English speaking class, and the reverse

is true with those of the non-English speaking class.

From the above Fukuda found that a decidedly
.

high I. ~. was held by. children whose parents are
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engaged in business or office work, and that a low I. ~.

was held by the children whose parents ~re engaged in un

skilled labor 'or peddling. He concluded that a close re

lationship exists between intelligenoe, nationality, and

environment.

B. PRESENTATION OF DATA

1. General Treatment of Data. No effort was made to

separate the scores made by girls from those made by boys

in either the city or country group. Since the compulsory

school law of Indiana re~uires school attendance until the

age of sixteen, the group responding to the tests, was on

an average a typical nine-B group found throughout Indiana.

Although there was no definite time limit placed upon

the science test, some of the pupils in the Reitz school

failed to complete the test. Only those subject scores which

were complete were used, thereby accounting for the variety

in the number of those participation in the various science

subjects included in the test. Of the total 187 country

children who participated in the test, 166 completed it.

Two hundred thirty-six city children participated in the test,

153 completing the entire test.

Interesting facts were revealed by the personal data

compiled from the information gained on the preliminary

sheet of the science test. These will be fully explained

in tables at the close of this chapter.

The groups, both country and city, were divided accord

ing to the quotients made on the Otis Intelligence Test, or

those having an I. ~. of 100 and above and those having an

I. ~. below 100.
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Another,grqupof 36 children was formed from both of

the groups participating in the test- and called strictly

country and strictly city divisions. These were chosen

on basis of their I. Q. That is, the same number of chil-

dren having an I. Q. of say 110, 115, etc., in the city

group were matched by the same number of children having

an I. Q. of say 110, 115, etc., in the country group. The

~~iter felt that this ~Duld be an added check on environ-

mental influences and add reliability to the interpretation

of responses made by the lar~er grouD in either the city

or country section.

The science test? was divided into two forms, A and

B on the following basis:

Biological Sciences:

Biology

Form A (Questions 1-23) 23

Form B (Questions 1-23) 23
46

Physiology

Form A (Questions 24-27) 4

Form B (Questions 24-44) 21
25

Agriculture

Form A (Questions 28-38) 11

Form B (Questions 45-5?) 13
24

?A copy of the science test is to be found in the
append~x.
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These questions were of such a nature, that they could

not be fitted into the two previously mentioned divisions,
but were felt to have enough value to be included in the
list of questions.

9
Ernest W. Tiegs, Tests and Measurements for Tea~hers,

pp. 222-236.

; lOR. E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education,
t p. 134.

between the two means.

the difference between the means should be at least three

15

(1) the mean

Physical Sciences:

Physics

, Form B (Q,uestions 58-89) 32

Chemistry

Form B (Questi ons 90-105) 16
48

Miscellaneous8

Form B ( Questions 106-
127) 22 22

'165

in the study. 'These measures consisted of:

In order to be entirely ci8'rtain that there is a real

(2) the standard deviation (3) the difference between the

two means of the two groups being con~ared (4) the standard

error of the mean (5) the standard error of the differences

difference in the merit of the two groups being compared,

The entire test comprised 165 questions.

generally accepted statistical methods as recommended by

Tiegs9 and Garrett:IO for the comparison of the groups used

2. Statistical Treatment of Data. The writer used the

times as great as the standard error of the difference of

the two means. If the difference between the t~~ means is
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three times as, great or greater, then the ,chances are that

in every hundred out of every hundred the merit of the dif

ference between the two groups is real. If the same groups

were tested indefinitely, the designated higher group would

always be superior.

3. Explanation of Specific Table Headings.

a. Locality. This column designates the

location of the groups considered in the fdlowing

tables.

b. Number. The figures under the number

heading specify the number of pupils considered

in each group.

c. I. ~. The children were grouped in this

section according to their rating on the otis

Intelligence Test.

d. Mean Score. This may be explained as the

arithmetic mean or statistical average.

e. Difference of the Mean. nlis is found----------
by finding the difference between the two mean

scores explained imnlediately above.

f. In Favor of. This colwnn designates ';11hich

group, country or city, received the largest mean

score in the test designated.

g.~. ttDlt represents the difference between
Ed

the two means discussed in the above explanation.

,tlEdlt represents the standard error of the differences

between the two means of the two groups being con

sidered. This is found by adding the SIluares of the



tables.

in the previous column. If this ratio is 3, it

in measuring what it is intended to measure and

If this test were giveni. Chances in 100.

plus the extraction of the square root of the sum

of the two s~uares.

h. 0ignificant Ratio. This column represents

standard .error of means of the two groups compared

the anS\'ler obtained by the division of "Dtl by tlEd"
,

signifies that the test taken is perfectly reliable

any number grenter than 3 shows added reliability.

indefinitely, and the significant ratio were 3 or

more, one hundred out of every hundred the results

would favor the group designated higher in these

These statements are to be considered in the study

of the Tables I to X inclusive.

I,
~,

.*
t.
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TABLE I

cm\IP~l.R.L'.TIVE STUDY OF THE SCIElITCE SCORES
IN BIOLOGY

.

Locali ty No. I.
:Mean Dif. in In favor D Sig. Chances

c~ • Score Mean of Ed Ratio in 100

Country 94 100 & 36.14
above

3.543.54 Country --:60 5.90 100
City 127 100 & 36.60

above

Strictly
Country 36 100 & 30.60

above 4.404.40 Country 1.12 3.92 100
Strictly

City 36 100 & 31.20
above

Country 93 below 34.42
100

4.784.78 Country --:72 6.63 100
City 109 below 29.64

100

Strictly
Country 36 below 32.04

100 3.223.22 Country I:1J9 2.95 100
Strlctly
City 36 below 28.82

100

This table presents the data concerning the responses
given on the biology division of the science test: Form A,
~uestions 1-23; Form B, questions 1-23; making a total of 46
questions. The significant ratio of 5.90 in the groups having
anI. ~. of 100 and above, indicates that this country group
will always be superior to the city group in the biological
~nowledge. The smne remarks may be made regarding the groups
having an I. Q.. below 100. While the significant ratios desig
nated in the strictly cOUl;try and strictly city groups are not
as sig:nificant as the results previously stated, this may be
explained by the small number of cases (36) considered.
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TABLE II

COMPAlUTIVE STUDY OF THE 8CIElWE SCORES
IN PHYSIOLOGY

Locality No. r. ~.
Mean Dif. in In favor D Sig. Chances
Score Mean of Ed Ratio 1n 100

Country 94 100 & 22.18
above

1.381.:,)8 Country ---:30 4.60 100

City 127 100 o. 20.80u.

above
--

Strictly 36 100 & 22.36
Country above

1.621.62 Country --:66 2.40 99

Strictly 36 100 & 20.74
City above

Country 93 below 19.48
100 .94.94 Country --:43 2.18 98

City 109 below 18.04
100

Strictly 36 beloYl 19.82
Country 100 1.081.08 Country

.64
1.68 9j

Strictly 36 beloVl 18.'74
C~ty 100

This t8blo presents the data in the physiology division
of the science test~ Form .i, ~uestion 24-27; Fonu B, questions
24-44, making 8. total of 85 I.j,uestions. The signif'iccmt ratio
of 4.60 signifies that this country group uill always be con
sidered as b~ing superior in tIle physiological knowledge con
~idered in the test. \v~ile a significant ratio of 2.18 is not
absolutely reliable the chances being 98 in 100, any results
obtaining chances above 98 are worthy of consideration. The
small nmnber .of cases in the strictly country and strictly city
group· lessens the reliability in these instances.
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TABLE III

GOMPARJ1TIVE STUDY OF THE SCIENCE SCORES
.~ Irl AGRICULTURE

~

I;oca.lity No. I. (~. ·Mean Dif. in In 1!'avo D Sig. Chances
Score Mean of .c;d Ratio :I,n 100

'"

Country 94 100 & 1'7.10
above

,

2.13 Country 2.13 5.63 100--:"56
City 12'7 100 ~ .. 14.9'7w

above
:

Stric.tJ:y 36 100 & '1'7.88
Country above

5.32
5~32 Country --:so 6.25 100

Strictly
City 30 100 &. 112.56· I,

above 1

Country 93 below 14.40
100

2.002.00 Country
.43

4.65 100

City 109 below 12.40
100

S:t.~i.c~l.Y
Country 36 below 15.26 Ii

J,) 100
(\ " .. 3.82 Country 3.82 5.16'- 100..

~

Strictly 36 below 11.44
City I, 100
.t'e": \ I,

• 1

A consideration of data presented in this table reveals
the results of the responses given on the ogriculture division
of the science test~ Form A, lJ.uestions 28-38; Form B, questions
45-5'7, making a total of 24 'iuestions. The significant ratios
reveal the fact that the country group are outstandingly
superior in the agricultural knowledge presented in the science
test,! Although the significant ratio presented by the str'ictly
country and the strictly city group nre reliable, the small
number used. must be taken into consideration.
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TABLE IV '

COMPARATIVE ~TUDY OF THE SCIENCE ~CORES

IN PHYSICS

Locality No. I. ~-l, • lvlean Dif. in In Favor D Sig. ghances
Score Mean of -:Ed Ratio in 100

Country 91 100 & 25.21
above

.61 Country ~61 1.22 88.0
-:00

City 112 100 & 24.60
above

Strictly 36 100 & 24.06
Country above 1.061.06 Country --:tr5" 1.24 88.'7

Strictly
City 36 100 & 23.00

above

Country 88 below 21.42 '
100

1.401.40 City
.. 65

2.15 98.5

City 94 below 22.82
100

Strictly
Country 36 below 21.50

100 .74.74 City -:E4 .86 80.5

Strictly 36 below 22.24
City 100

.'

. This table deals with the responses given on the physics
division of the science test: Form B, ~uestions 58-89, making
a total of 32 questions. The only instance of reliability
.orthy of consideration in this table is presented by the
sighificant ratio of 2.15 in favor of the city group. Anv
instance in which the chances in 100 are less than 98 the
results of the test are too variable for adeCluate judgment.
Were this test again presented to the same group the results
obtained might favor the opposite group. The small nillnber
considered in the strictly country and strictly city groups
may partly account for the extreme variability in these instances.
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T.ABLE V

om~ARATIVE STUDY OF THE SCIENCE SCORES
IN CIilllvUSTRY

Locality No. r. Q.. Mean Dif. in In Favor D Sig. Chances
Score Mean of """'Ed' Ratio in 100

Country 87 100 &. 13.08
above

.10.10 Country :TO 1.00 84

City 98 100 &; 12.98
above

Strictly
Country 36 100 &; 12.74-

above .64.64 Country .67 .95 83

Strictly 36 100 &. 12.10
City ahove

Country 85 . below 11.08
100 .72.72 Country --:40 1.80 96

City '73 .below 10.36
100

Strictly
Country 36 below 11.22

100 .40.40 City .54 .74 76.8

Strictly
City 36 below 11.62

100

This table presents the responses given on the chemistry
division of the science test: Form B, y'uestions 58-89, making
a total of 32 y,uestions. The extreme variability presented by
the significant ratios makes prediction concerning the outcome
i.Ili.possible even though the same test vvere presented to the. same
group an indefinite number of times. Previous remarks con
cerning the strictly country and strictly city could be again
stated in the consideration of this table.
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TABLE VI

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE SCIENCE SCORES
, IN MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

Locality No. I. \ol,.
Mean Dif. in In Favor D Sig. Chances
Score Mean of Ed Ratio in 100

Country 80 100 &, 17.12 '
above

.90 Country .90 2.25 99
74'0

City 94 100 & 16.• 22
above

Strictly 36 100 &, 17.38
Country above

e.34
2~34 Country

.64
,3.65 100

Strictly 60 100 &, 15.04
City above

Country 80 below 14.00
100 1.821.82 Country ---;go 3.03 100

City 60 below
100

Strictly 36 below 15.10
Country 100

2.322.32 Country ---:ei4 3.62 100

Strictly 36 below 12.78
City 100

This table considers the responses given on the miscel
laneous division of the science test: Form B, ~uestions 90-105,
making a total of 16 Y.,uestions. The significant ratios pre
seAted in this ~able reveal the fact that the country group is
su~erior in the knowledge presented by the miscellaneous items
in the science test. Even. though the significant ratio of
2-.25 is not absolutely reliable, the,chances being 99 in ~OO;
any resUlts obtaining chances above 98 are worthy of conslde~
ation. Previous remarks concerning strictly country and strlctlY
c,ity.group may be again stated in the consideration of the'
~b:0ve table.
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TABLE VII

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF INTELLIGENCE ~1FOTIENTS OF THOSE
HAVING 'HAD PREVIOUS SCIENCE CONTACTS IN SCHOOL

Contact No. Mean Dif. in In Favor D Sig. Chances
With: Score Mean of Ed Ratio in 100

General
Science
Only

Country ti2 101.75
2.80 City 2.80

Q1.U. 99 104.55 I:06 1.78 96

Biology
&. General
Science
Country 62 99.80 .35 City .35

.14 552736City 22 100.15

Biology
Only
Country 31 101.90 1.30
City 7 103.20 1.30 City 2':174 .47 68

Neither
General
Science

nor
Biology
Country 21 97.50

4.30 City 4.30
1.43 92.6

City 25 101.30 "5':mY

This table presents a comparison of the I. ~~ts made by
the country and oity groups according to their previous science
contacts in school. In order to make all possible checks on
the data collected the writer felt it necessary to check on
any science contacts which the pupils may have had during their
school life. The data for these tables were collected by adding
questions on the preliminary data sheet for the necessary'
information presented in the above table. It was found, after
tabulation and consideration of the material presented, that no
valid conclusions could be drawn, because of the number of cases
in some of the groups considered.



TABLE VIII·

C01~iillATIVE STUDY OF SCIENCE SCORES ACCORDING
TO PREVIOUS .sCIENCE CONTACTS IN SCHOOL

This table lists responses of the group having completed
the entire science test. This was done according to previous
science contacts in order to check upon any previous influence
of a scientific nature. The writer attaches no special S}g
nifi~ance to the facts presented by the data except the first
item in the table. The remaining results obtained are not
considered reliable because of the small nlrrnbers in some of
the groups.

20

Contact Mean Dif. in In Favor D Sig. Chances
With: No. Score Mean of Jrd Ratio in 100

General
Science
Only
Country 52 116.00 8.90 3.70 1008.90 Country 2:40
City 99 107.10

Biology
General

Science
Country 62 112.90 2.40 City 2.40 .69 '14.8
City 22 15.40 3.43

Biology
Only
Country 31 112.05 8.10 1.63 94.5
City 7 103.90

8.10 Country o:uo

Neither
General
Science

nor
Biology

Country 21 100.85 '1.75
7.75 Country -- l.bb 93.5

City 20 98.10 5.00

.,'-&,
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TABLE IX

COMPARATIVE :':;TUDY OF TEE INTELLIGENCE1UOTIENTS
OF T'".dE ENTIRE GROUP TAKING

T.f3 :':;CIENCE TEST

Locali ty No. Mean
(

Dif. in In favor D Sig. Chances
Score Mean of lrcl Ra tio . in 100

,

Country 187 99.90 ,
1.851.85 City

.30
6.16 100

City 236 101.75
..

This table considers the responses given on the Otis
Intelligence Test by the entire group completing the science
test and also the responses given on the Otis Intelligence
Test by the entire ;j";rOUp taking the science test. The sig
nificant ratio 6.16 reveals the fact that the city group
would always be superior on· tile intelligence test even though
these groups 'were tested repeatedly.
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TABLE X

COMP.AR..:..';['IVE STUDY OF THE SCORE.3 OF. THOSE I-LiVHTG
Cm,:PLETED THZ El\TTlRE SCIEl'WE TEST

Locality No. Mean Dif. in If Favor D Sig. Chances
. Score Iviean or -,;cr Ratio in 100

Country 166 112.85 6.356.35 Country I:9O 3.34 100
City 153 106.50

--'"~"",,,,-

This table lists the responses. made by the entire group
completing the science test. The significant ratio of 3.34,
indicates that in all cases the above group of country children
would be superior to the city children considered, even ~hough

tested repeatedly on material similar to the science test
used by this writer.



FIGURE 1

A cOIllllarison of the responses made on the Otis
+ntelligence Test of the entire group taldn[ the

I', science test.,,,, ..;,.' ;..

The city g~oup of 236 pupils shows a higher
'~ating on the Intelligence test.
" .,

The median of the entire city group is 101.38.

The median of the entire country group is 98.59.
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FIGUHE :~

A comparison of the resoonses ma.de on the science
test by those complE;ting the~ entire ;test.

The country group of 166 pupils completin~ the
science test SllOVIS a higher rating on the tes~.

,

The median of the city group completing the Science
test was 107.32.

The median of the country group completing the science
test vms 113.33.
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C. PERSONAL DATA.

The following tables and explanations present the

material compiled from the responses made on the prelin1i-

ary sheet of the science test. 'They may be considered

as side studies of this thesis but were considered im-

portant and interesting enough to warrant inclusion.

Table XI deals with the occupations of the parents

of the children considered in this study. "lJhen no f3ther

was listed, the mother was considered the supporter of

the family.

The l,-:trgest group classified under the country group-

ing is presented by the agricultural section.

Many of the pursuits of parents classified under the

country grouping are of an industrial or city nature.

These may be classed as conuuuters, that is, living in the

country but being employed in a nearby tOVIl1 or ci ty.

Although their occupcltion maybe classed b.S being of a

ci ty type, the family interests may be considered predomi-

nately country, as the results fro~ the science test seem

to indicate.

The largest groups cleJssified under the city grouping

are found under the manufacturing and mechanical industries,

this section haVing a total of 75 parents, and trade ':-ihiclt

totals 31 parents and transportation Gnd cOlJl1lunic3tion,

listing 37 parents.
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llStatistical Abstract of the United States, PP. 00-64,
was used in classifying the occupations of the parents.

Truck Gardeners

4

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

82

91

.
11

2

Total

1

8

2

City

4

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

82

.1

91

Country

TABLE XI

OCCUPi~TIOI:T OF "PAREETSll

Total

Total

Occupation

Launderers

Orchardists

Bartenders

Elevator Tenders

First Aid Men

Barbers

Dairymen

Farm Hands

Secretary

Park Workers

Farmers

. Jani tors

CL3RICAL

AGRICULTURE

-----------,.,.-=..,.=.,..,.• " -- ,- ..

DmvLE3TIC AND PERSONAL SERVICE

,

~----~

1,



Tourist Camp Operators

Rooming House Operators

MANUFACTURING AND NLECHANICAL
INDUSTRIES

3

2

2

3

5

1

1

1

7

5

2

1

3

7

1

4

1

6

2

27

4

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

4

3

5

2

5

1

1

1

14

2

1

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

13

TABLE XI (Continued)

Restaurant Operators

Boiler Makers

Miners, ooa1

Carpenters

Total

Waiters

Broom Makers

Bakers

Concrete Workers

Cabinet Makers

Electricians

Factories, Cigar

Factories, Cotton

Factories, Furniture

Factories, Garment

Factories, Baby Food

Brewers

'Oil Station Tenders

EXTRACTION OF MINERAL



TABLE XI (Continued)



TABLE XI '(Continued)

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

Architects

Engineers, technical

Ministers

Nurses

Physicians

Teachers

Veterinary surgeons

Total

PUBLIC SERVICE

Auditors

Laborers, state road

Policemen

Waterworks, public utilities

Total

TfulDE

Agents, Insurance

Butchers

Clerks

Coal dealers

Contractors, road

~Garage mE;3chanics

Grain elevators

1

2

1

1

2

1

8

2

1

3

2

4:

1

5

1

4:

3

8

2

1

9

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

2

1

13

1

6

1

3

11

2

1

11

1
.
1

1

1



TABLE XI (Continued)

Grocers 1 1.
Icemen 1 1

Inspectors 1 1
I

Machine shops 1 1 2

Millers 1 1

Pharmcists 1 0

Poultry house 1 1

Salesmen 6 8 14

Seamstresses 1 1 2

stores, General 2 2

Total 13 31 44

TR4NSPORTATIOl'T .t~JD COMMUNICATION

Bus Drivers 1 1

Conductors 1 1 2

Dredge Boat Operators 1 1

Express Agents 1 1

Ferrymen 1 1

Mail Carriers 2 1 3

Postmasters 1 1

Railroad Foremen 2 2

Railroad Workers, General 2 23 25

Telegraph Operators 2 2 ,4

Truck Drivers 3 6 9

.~ Total 13 37 50
~-; .



TABLE XI (Continued)

t

MISCELLiU\TEOUS

Housekeeper

Labor~ unspecified

None

No parent mentioned

P.IN. A.

Total

UNCLASSIFIED

Bakers

Bookkeepers

Bottle Company workers

Factory), cigar

Factory, garment

Hose workers

Report Clerks

Hominy Mill workers

Secretaries

Seamstresses

Total.

4

9

3

10

1

1

1

2

5

2

23

15

6

15

61

2

1

3

3

1

1

11

23

24

6

18

7'7

1

2

1

3

3

1

1

1

1

2

16

36
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The appar~nt sparsity of parents listed under profes-

sional service may be explained by the fact that lilt. Vernon

does not have 'a large number of professional people, and

Reitz High' School at ~vansviile is mainly representative

of the semi-skilled and workingman C1E,S;::; or people.

The miscellaneous section lists such phases of occu-

pa tion, or lack of' occupa tion, vihich could not readily be

included under any other heading of the ·table.

The unclassified section lists those instances in

which the ~other TI8S also engaged in ~n occupation, outside

of the home.

In Table XII an effort was made to secure information

as to whether or not tho children TIere really contented

with their~present environment.

Of the 187 country children, 119 prefer their own

country environment.

Of the 236 city children, I'll prefer their own city

envirorunent.

These data present a rela ti va sa,tisfaction 'with con-

ditions 'afforded by their enviromnent.

Tal;11eXIII submits the study pre'ferenoes of t:p.e ohil-

dren considered in this study•

. An. insp@.(;l.t.ion ·0·1' the data presented reveals a;rather

close correlation of study preferences by the two groups,

th~:::~o~t:'~'t:~~dI~~'~~ceptionbeing the science and social

science. preferences.

Many of both groups had two or more study preferences.
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TlcBLE XII

DO THESE CHILDREN PREFSR THEIR HOj\:~E El\1VIRONMENT?

Country Frequencies Per cent

Live in the country and prefer
the country 119 63.63

Live in tile country but prefer
the city 46 24.21

-
Have livad in the city but still

prefer the country 14 7.48

Undecided 8 4.33

Total 187

City Fre'-1uencies Per cent

Live in the city and prefer
the city 171 72.40

Live in the city but prefer
the country 38 16.10

H&ve lived in the country but
prefer the city 19 8.05

Undecided Ij 3.34

Total 236

-
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TABLE XIII

STUDY PR~FERENCE

,

Country eity
Subject

Frequen- Per Frequen- Per
cies cent cies cent

Mathematics 75 40.10 84 35.09

English 65 35.'75 82 34.'72

Science 40 21.39 24 10.16

Home economics 18 9.62 12 0.08

Industrial arts 18 9.62 31 13.13

Foreign languages 17 9.09 21 8.89

Social science 12 6.41 47 15.67

Commerce 6 3.20 21 8.89

Physical education 3 1.60 1'1 7.16

Art 3 1.00 12 0.08

Music 2 1.06 '7 2.96

~one 13 6.95 18 '1.62
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The country group preferred matheIllatics, English

and science .above all other school sUbjects.

~he city group preferred; mathematics, English and

social science above all other school subjects.

Table XIV is a consider1:l,tion of the leisure time

activities of the group of children included in this study.

Many of both groups ,had tVIO or more preferences in

the matter of leisure ti~e activitios.

Of the 187 country children, almost helf preferred

to spend at leGst 3. part of their tim.e in some reading

activity.

Of the 236 city children, 06 spent all or part of

their time, outside of school hours, in sane phase of

Vlork.

The miscellaneous group listed such items as listening

to the radio, collecting stamps, collecting verses, and

vITiting stories.

Table XV lists the miscellaneous contaqts not other

wise listed in this stUdt.

These factors were included on ,the sheet of personal

data so as to serve as an added check on envirorunental

influences.

Of the 187 country children, 61 read agricultural

magazines of same nature.

Of the 236 city children, 24 said that they read

agriculturEil magazines of some kind.

No significant concl.u.sions could be dravm from the

~terial here presented.
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TABLE XIV

LEISlJR8 TllJili ACTIVI TIES

Country City
Activities

Fre4.uen- Per Frecluen- Per
cies cent cies cent

Read 97 51.8'1. 104 44.06
..

V{ork 33 17.64 56 23.00

Sports, hunt, fish,
athletics 1'7 9.09 32 13.13

Play 15 8.02 20 8.47

Play musical instru-
ments 3 1.60 8 3.34

. '.

Ivliscellaneous 18 9.62 20 8.47

Nothing 12 6.41 10 4.23

None mentionecl- ? 15 6.35
! _.
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TABLE XV

MISCELLANEOUS CONTACTS

Country City
Nature of

Frequen- Per Fre4,uen- Per
cies cent cies cent

Agricultural
Magazine 61 32.62 24 10.16

Government
Bulletin 43 22.99 21 8.89

4-H Club 37 19.78 22 9.32

Farm Bureau 32 17.11 18 7.62

Agricultural in the
7th or 8th Grade 30 16.04 30 12.71



III. GENERAL SUl,Il,IAJ.ctY

A. FINDINGS

The writer presents the following items 8S the out.'-

come.of the data presented in this thesis;

1. The caUIftry groups had a superior rating

on the biological science section of the science

test~ regardless of intelligence quotients, the

greatest superiority being shovm in the biology

and agriculture divisions.

2. The physical science section of the science

test presented results in favor of the city groups,

but the significant ratio was too low to give reli-

ability to the outcome.

3. (rhe miscellaneous section of the science

test was predominantly in favor of the country group.

4. The results of the science test 3S a whole

showed that the country groups ranked as being superior.

5. The intelligence test lluotients gave the

city groups a superior rating.

6. The majority of the parents of the country

7.- The majority of the parents of the city

~oups are engaged in some manufactuxing or industrial
~,i .~ ,~

/pursUit J trade or transportation and cOImn.unication
i\: -(.T~·' :~,; .,~ .1~ '.', ., ' )

43
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8,. The' majority of the ohildren are content .'

'in their home environmept$.'

9. ~he study preferences of both the country

and city groups may be considered a.s being almost ;r

similar.

10. Both the city and country groups of chil-

dren have compe.rable leisure time interests.

t,

B. COI-;CLUSlmW

After careful consideration of the data found in re~

lation to the problems under consideration, the writer presents

in conclusion the follovnng ~uestion~ Shall we judge a child

solely either by achievement or intelligence testing?

1. The country groups investigated in this study made

a superior ranking on the science test. This statement ansvrers

a,ffirmatively one of the ~ues ti ons originally se t up as l)ro-
, .

blems for this study: Does environment influence sUbject

matter knowledge? The country groups showed a superiority

to that degree in which environmental influence seemed to

pr'edominate mos t. The t is, biology , agriculture and the'

'miscellaneous items presented the most striking differences

petween the city and country groups. The chemistry and physics
l1 '

sections. rated neither as being superior, although the city

group may be considered as having more contacts of this nature

than.~he co~try group.
. ~'. ~.\.>:, iI ;,;·~·:)"r"",.::;;t:. ','

Mc.Intosh and.Schrarnmel found that city, children rated
"'_::-'}~i:j;.~>L":',~·:;·.([,' ''!','L'·C·-!:;,:-.''' ... :.<.~.;." _. ,i." •• " .;

lle'ttar,;:iA'};b..fl,+~~n~,al.~bje!J:ts of arithmetic, reading and
.~ ..:~;t~,.. ~ ..._L_~.,. H.,~",.,,,,~,.~,~J')..'~',:.'i";;" .:,:1:..-:.." ~.. j"... ,,_ ...:'::'.'i ;;, ,:'
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spelling vlhile di fference Vias less noticeable in ei vies,

English and. history. This they attribute to the better

teaching of the fundamental sUbjects. l

Pressey Gnd Thomas state thGt lil8terial more relevant

to the environment of country children are needed for ma8sure
2ment.

ivnile the country group which the ~Titer studied made

a higher rating on the science test, she hesitates to conclude

that environment was the sole determining factor.

2. The city group investigated in this study made d

superior showing on the intelligence test. This statement

answers affirmatively one of the ~uestions originally set up

as a problem for this study: Do country children rate higher

or lower than city children on intellt~:""nce te s ts? The wri ter

pres.ents'this conclusion wi tIl considerable. reservation and

wishes to refer again to the previous studies ~uoted in

Chapter I of this thesis.

Pyle and Collings ~uestion to what extent tests measure

native capacity, school training and environmental influences.

They also conclude that the enVirOnDlent of the city hastens. .
mental development. 3

Pressey and Thomas state that the usual type of intel

ligence tests does not give adequate measure of the ability

of country children. 4

1 H. W. M.e·Intosh and H. E. Schranunel, .9.£. cit., pp. 301-6

._2 Pressey and Thomas, £l2.. cit., pp. 283-286

3 Byleand Collings, .2..E.. cit. J PP. 034-39

4 Pressey and Thomas, ££. cit" pp. 283-286
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The previous studies considered in Chapter I all con-

clude that the children of people in professional occupations

rate -higher on intelligence than' those lower in the occupa

tional scale. The parental occupations of the pupils compared

in this study may be considered as being on the same level for

both country and city groups, since farming and similar agri-

cultural pursuits may be classed as semi or unskilled labor.

Yet the city group made a superior rating on the intelligence

test given. The writer offers no positive explanation to this

problem but in conclusion wishes to ~uote the following

passage:

"A child's proficiency on intelligence tests
is the compLex resultant of a thousand intermingling
factors. Besides the two essential items, the intel
ligence he has inherited and the age he has reached,
a host of subsidiary conditions inevitably affect
his score. Zeal, industry, good will, emotional
stability, scholastic information, the accident of
social class, the ciroumstance of sex--each and
all these irrelevant influences, in one case propitious,
improve or impair the final result."t>

c. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

Since the two groups considered in this study were so

nearly equal in parental occupation, further investigation

as to a comparison of a professional group along similar

lines might be of some interest.

Finally, the writer wishes to y.uote the following state-

ment:

ttThe only true educa tion COI'1.e s through the
stimulation of the child's powers by the social

50. Burt, Mental and Soholastic Tests, (London: King,
1921) •. p. 175
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situation in which he finds himself. Through these
demanoo he is stimulated to act as a member of a
'unity, to emerge from his original narrowness of
action and feeling and to conceive of himself from
the standpoint of the welfare of the group to which
he belongs. Through the responses which others make
to his own activities he comes to know what these '
mean in social terms. n6

6 John Dewey, "My Pedagogic Creedtt National EducatioJ;lal
Journal, January-December, 1929, pp. 290-95
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School or College City : .

Birthday Class Date 19 .
Month Day

Name Age last birthday years
First name, initial, and last name '

Score .
HIGHER EXAMINATION: FORM A

For High Schools and Colleg;es

Read this page. Do what it tells you to do.
,-
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20

Do not open this paper, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. Fill these blanks, giving your
name, age,birthday, etc. Write plainly. "

The answer, of course, is "south"; so you should have drawn a line under the word "south" and
put a figure 3 in the parentheses. Try this one:

A foot is to a man and a paw is to a cat the same as a hoof is to .a - what?
I dog, 2 horse, 3 shoe, 4 blacksmith, 5 saddle ( )

This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here is a
sample question already answered correctly. Notice how the question is answered:

Which one of the five words below tells what an apple is?
I flower, 2 tree, 3 vegetable, 4 fruit, 5 animal.. ( 4- )

The right answer, of course, is "fruit"; so the word "fruit" is underlined. And the word "fruit"
is NO.4; so a figure 4 is placed in the parentheses at the end of the dotted line. This is the way you
are to answer the questions. .
Try this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just draw a line under it and then
put its number in the parentheses:

Which one of the five words below means the opposite of north?
I pole, 2 equator, 3 south, 4 east, 5 west ( )

The answer, of course, is "horse"; so you should have drawn a line under the word "horse" and
put a figure. 2 in the parentheses. Try this one:

At four cents el:j.ch, how many cents will 6 pencils cost? (

The answer, of course, is 24, and there is nothing to underline; so just put the 24 in the parentheses.
If the answer to any question is.a number or a letter, put the number or letter in the parentheses
without underlining anything. Make all letters like printed capitals.
The test contains 75 questiQns. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the
best you can: You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to
get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you m~ke mistakes. Do not spend
too much time on anyone question. No questions about the test will be answered by the examiner
after the test begins. Lay your pencil down.

Do not turn this page until you are told to begin.



I. Don't do the impossible.
2. Weeping is bad for the eyes.
3. Don't worry over troubles before they come.
4. Early birds like worms best. .
5. Prompt persons often secure advantages over tardy ones.
6. It is foolish to fret about things we can't help.

S. A. Higher: A
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EXAMINATION BEGINS HERE:

I. The opposite of hate is (?)
I enemy, 2 fear, 3 love, 4 friend, 5 joy ': : .

2. If 3 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents? ; .
3. A bird does not always have (?) , ,

I wings, 2 eyes, 3 feet, 4 a nest, 5 a bill ' .
4. The opposite of honor is (?)

I glory, 2 disgrace, . 3 cowardice, 4 fear, 5 defeat : .
5. A fox most resembles a (?) .

I wolf, 2 goat, 3 pig, 4 tige~, 5 cat .' .
6. Quiet is related to sound in the same way that darkness is related to (?)

I a cellar, 2 sunlight, 3 noise, 4 stillness, 5 loud .

7. A party consisted of a man and his wife, his two sons and their wives, and four children in
each son's family. How many were there in the party? .

8. A tree always has (?)
I leaves, 2 fruit, 3 buds, 4 roots, 5 a shadow .

9. The opposite of economical is (?)
I cheap, 2 stingy, 3 extravagant, 4 value, 5 rich .' .

10. Silver is more costly than iron because it is (?)
I heavier, 2 scarcer, 3 whiter, 4 harder, 5 prettier .

II. Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb? "The early
bird catches the worm." .

20.

2I.

22.
I

24.

26.

12. Which statement above tells the meaning of this proverb? "Don't cry over spilt milk." .

Which statement above explains this proverb? "Don't cross a bridge till you get to it." .

An electric light is related to a candle as an automobile is to (?)
I a carriage, 2 electricity, 3 a tire, 4 speed, 5 glow .

IS· If a boy can run at the rate of 6 feet in i of a second, how many feet can he run in 10 seconds?
16. A meal always involves (?)

I a table, 2 dishes, 3 hunger, 4 food, 5 water .

17. Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four?
I bend, 2 shave, 3 chop, 4 whittle, 5 shear. ' .

18. The opposite of never is (?)
I often, 2 sometimes, 3 occasionally, 4 always, 5 frequently '.' .

A clock is related to time as a thermometer is to (?)
I a watch, 2 warm, 3 a bulb, 4 mercury, 5 temperature .

Which word makes the truest sentence? Men are (?) shorter than their wives.
I always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never .

One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
. I 4 2 5 3 6 4 7 5 9 6 9 , ..
If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) All members of this club are
Republicans. Smith is not a Republican. Smith is a member of this club.

I true, 2 false, 3 not certain .

A contest always has (?) "
I an umpire, 2 opponents, 3,spectators, 4 applause, 5 victory ' .

Which number in this series appears a ~eco~d time nearest the beginning? •
6 4 5 3 7 8 0 9 5 9 8 8 6 5 4 7 3 0 8 .9 I ............•.•• ;

The moon is related to the earth as the earth is to (?)
I Mars, 2 the sun, 3 clouds, 4 stars, 5 the universe .

Which word makes the truest sentence? Fathers are (?) wiser than their sons.
I always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never ;' .

[ 2 ]
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The opposite of awkward is (?)
I strong, 2 pretty, 3 short, 4 graceful, 5 swift. .

28. A mother is always (?) than her daughter. '
I wiser, 2 taller, 3 stouter, 4 older, 5 more wrinkled,' .

29. Which one of the six sta.tements below tells the meaning of the following proverb? "The
burnt child dreads the fire." .•

I. Frivolity flourishes when authority is absent.
2. Unhappy experiences teach us to be careful.
3. A thing must be tried before we know its value.
4. A meal is judged by the dessert.
5. Small animals never play in the 'presence of large ones.
6. Children suffer more from heat than grown people.

Which statement above explains this proverb? "When the cat is away, the mice will play."
Which statement above explains this proverb? "The proof of the pudding is in the eating."
If the settlement of a difference is made by mutual concession, it is called a (?)

I promise, 2 compromise, 3 injunction, 4 coercion, 5 restoration .
What is related to disease as carefulness is to accident?

I doctor, 2 surgery, 3 medicine, 4 hospital, 5 sanitation .
Of the five things below, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four?

I smuggle, 2 steal, 3 bribe, 4 cheat, 5 sell .
If 10 boxes full of apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when empty weighs 4 pounds, how
many pounds do all the apples weigh? .
The opposite of hope is (?)

I faith, 2 misery, 3 sorrow, 4 despair, 5 hate , .
If all the odd-numbered letters in the alphabet were crossed out, what would be the tenth
letter not crossed out? Print it. Do not mark the alphabet.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (
What letter in the word SUPERFLUOUS is the same number in the word (counting from the
beginning) as it is in the alphabet? Print it. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (

39. What people say about a person constitutes his (?)
I character, 2 gossip, 3 reputation, 4 disposition, 5 personality. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (

If 2t yards of cloth cost 30 cents, how many cents will 10 yards cost? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (
If the words below were ?-rranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the second
word of the sentence begin? Make it like a printed capital.

same means big large the as .
If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) George is older than Frank.
James is older than George. Frank is younger than James.

I true, 2 false, 3 not certain .
Suppose the first and second letters in the word CONSTITUTIONAL were interchanged, also the
third and fourth letters, the fifth and sixth, etc. Print the letter that would then be the twelfth
letter counting to the right .
One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?

° I 3 6 10 IS 21 28 34,.,. · · · · .. · ..
If 4t yards of cloth cost 90 cents, how many cents will 2t yards cost? .
A man',s influence in a community should depend upon his (?)

I wealth, 2 dignity, 3 wisdom, 4 ambition, 5 political power .
What is related to few as ordinary is to exceptional?

I none, 2 some, 3 many, 4 less, 5 more .
The opposite of treacherous is (?)

I friendly, 2 brav,e, 3 wise, 4 cowardly, 5 loyal .
Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four?

I good, 2 large, 3 red, 4 walk, 5 thick .
50. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) Some of Brown's friends are

Baptists. Some of Brown's friends are dentists. Some of Brown's friends are Baptist dentists.
I true, 2 false, 3 not certain ......................................•............

How many of the following words can be made from the letters in the word LARGEST, using
any letter any number of times?

great, stagger, grasses, trestle, struggle, rattle, garage, strangle .
The statement that the moon is made of green cheese is (?)

I absurd, 2 misleading, 3 improbable, 4 unfair, 5 wicked.. ; .
[ 3 ] Do rz,ot stop. Go on with the next page.
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S.A. Hlllher,A
Of the five things following, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not likethese four?

I tar, 2 snow, 3 soot, 4 ebony, 5 coaL , : ..:......... ( )
What is related to a cube in the same way in which a circle is related to a square?

I circumference, 2 sphere, 3 corners, 4 solid, 5 thickness .'. . . . . . . . . ( )
If the following words were seen on a wall by looking in a mirror on an opposite wall, which
word would'appear exactly the same as if seen directly?

I aIDO, 2 SAW, 3 NOON, 4 MOTOR, .5 OTTO..........•.......•.......•. " .. . . . . .. ( )

If a strip of cloth 24 inches long will shrink to 22 inches when washed, how many inches long
will a 36-inch strip be after shrinking?................................................ ( )
Which of the following is a trait of character?

i personality, 2 esteem, 3 love, 4 generosity, 5 health ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( )
Find the two letters in the word DOING which have just as many letters between them in the
word as in the alphabet. Print the one of these letters that comes first in the alphabet.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN·OPQRSTUVWXYZ ( )
Revolution is related to evolution as flying is to (?)

I birds, 2 whirling, 3 walking, 4 wings, 5 standing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( )
One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?

I 3 9 27 81 108 : '. . . ( )
If Frank can ride a bicycle 30 feet while George runs 20 feet, how many feet can Frank ride
while George runs 30 feet? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( )
Count each N in this series that is followed by an 0 next to it if the 0 is not followed by Ii T
next to it. Tell how many N's you count.

NONTQMNOTMONOONQMNNOQNOTONAMONOM ....... ( )
A man who is averse to change and progress is said to be (?) .

I democratic, 2 radical, 3 conservative, 4 anarchistic, 5 liberal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ( )
Print the letter which is the fourth letter to the left of the letter which is midway between 0
and S in the alphabet '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( )
What number is in the spate which is in the rectangle and in the triangle but not in the circle? ( )

53·
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66. What number is in the same geometrical figure or figures as the number 8? .
67· How many spaces are there that are in any two but only two geometrical figures? " ..
68. A surface is related to a line as a line is to (?)

I solid, 2 plane, 3 curve, 4 point, 5 string .
69· If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) One cannot become a good vio

linist without much practice. Charles practices much on the violin. Charles will become
a good violinist.

I true, 2 false, 3 not certain .
70. If the words below were arranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last

word of the sentence end? Print the letter as a capital.
I sincerity traits courtesy character of desirable and are .

71, A man who is influenced in making a decision by preconceived opinions is said to be'(?)
I influential, 2 prejudiced, 3 hypocritical, 4 decisive, 5 impartial. > .

72. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and.3 parts milk. How many pints of cream will it
take to make IS pints of the mixture? . ~' : ',' .

73· What is related to blood as physics is to motion? .
I temperature, 2 veins, 3 body, 4 physiology, 5 geography '.

74· A statement the meaning of which is not definite is said to be (?) ,
I erroneous, 2 doubtful, 3 ambiguous, 4 distorted, Shypothetical. ' .

75· If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is i as long as the other piece, how many
inches long must tlle shorter piece be? , , .

[4 ]
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Yes ) No (

Yes ) No (

Yes ) No (

Yes ) No (

C. SCIENCE TEST

Name-----------:------------
Boy__. Girl-,-_~----....;Af::e- _

CountY Township _

City street-------------.--

Do you attend farm bureau meetings?

Are you a member of the 4-H Club?

Do you read agricultural magazines?

Do you read government bulJ_etins on agriculture?

Yes ( No (

r ~ave) (have not) had general science in the seventh or

eighth grade.

r (am) (am not) taking biology now.

How far do you live from school?------------
Have you always lived at your present home?-------
If not, where else?

-------~-----------

~fuat do you do during your spare time?---------
Do you prefer city life? ___

Do you prefer country life? _

'What studies do you like best? . _

Occupation of your father?---------------
Occupation of your mother?--------
Have you had agriculture in the seventh or eighth grade?



FORM A

There are four possible words or phrases given for
completing "each statement below. Only one of the phrases
makes the statement true. Make an X in the suace at the left
of the word or phrase which makes the statement read cor
rectly.

Example:

The numerical superiority of insects is partly due to
X the production of a large number of young.

their excellently developed nervous system.
the nrunerous methods of control.
their metamorphosis.

1. A frog spends the winter
by developing a new skin.

----~by migrating south.
by lying dormant at the bottom of a stream.

-----by eating food it has stored.

2. The human race, in selecting animals for food, is guided
chiefly by

the clean and sanitary habits of the animal to be
eaten.

the color of the ani~al.

kind and humane principles.
custom, by what our fathers have eaten.

3. The primary function of the flower so far as the plant is
concerned is

to beautify the plant.
to furnish perflline.
to produce seeds.
to furnish flowers for bouquets.

4. A girdled tree will die because
it will sun scald easily.
the connection between leaves and root sis broken.
it is weakened and breaks off.
insects attack it at this phase.

5. Poisonous snakes inject poison into the victim by means
of

a forked organ protruded from the mouth.
a pair of long teeth; fangs in the upper jaw.
a number of teeth in both jaws.
a sting at the end of its tail.

6. The most effective way of destroying mosquitoes is
burn lights at night.

----- keep the house free of dust.
cover the windows with screens.
drain and clean swamps and stagnant pools.



8. An animal is considered a pest and undesirable
when it competes with man for the necessities of
life.
when it cannot be 10mesticated.

_____ when it fails to furnish food and clothing for
man.

when it lives in a hot climate.

54

snakes
are fed upon milk furnished by the mother. .
are fed by airplane-shaped insects called snake
feeders.
do not need any food for the first few months.
find their own food after birth.

Baby

10. A very co~~on poisonous plant of Indiana is
the three leaf ivy.
the jimson weed.
the ragweed.
the trwllpet creeper.

7. Hens lay eggs primarily
to furnish food for man.
to reproduce themselves.

·because they are domesticated.
----- in order to reduce their weight.

9. The clothes moth eats woolen clothing
to make holes in it.
to prepare a home in which to live.
because it has nothing else to eat.
to get a desirable food for its existence.

11. Flies come from
eggs laid by adult flies.
the cocoons of a moth.
the south where they spent the winter.
stagnant pools in the vicinity.

12. The primary function of a cow's milk is to
provide food for her young.
provide food for human beings.

----- dispose of excess food which she has eaten and
digested.
provide means whereby the animal may escape
being killed for beef.

13. Tadpoles
hatch from the eggs laid by frogs.
come from the clouds during storms.
arise from the waters of ponds and streams
spontaneously.
are born like baby pigs.

14.



15. The most important reason for laws protecting pro
tecting birds is that

many birds are valuable as a food for man.--- birdts feathers are highly prized for millinery.
birds destroy large m.unbers of insect pests.
people want to learn their names.

16. Grasshoppers may be distinguished from other insects by
presence near flowers.

--- large pair of jumping legs.
the number of wings.
bright green color.

17. When birds migrate in the fall and winter
they change to some other form.
they hibernate like a oear.
they go south.
their feathers become glossy ana. ShOViTY.

18. Genuine leather is made from the
elements compounded in factories.
bark of trees.

----- fiber of plants.
skins of animals.

19. Bees swarm because
they want to go away to die.
of the crowded condition of the hive.
there is no food in the hive.
it is too cold.

20. Insects themselves visit flowers
to pollinate flowers.
to protect themselves against the weather.
to seek food.
because of their color.

21. Decay is caused by
the growth of bacteria.
the growth of one-celled animals.
the presence of sunlight.
the presence of moisture in the air.

22. For ~~nd dispersal seeds
must be light.

--- should have a water-uroof coat.
should have spears for holding.
must be white in color.

23. Flowers attract insects
to give up thei+ nectar.
to aid in pollination.
to shelter them.
for food purposes.
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24. Dogs cont~act rabies because of
the presence of the dog star in the heavens.
increase in t6uperature.
increase in weed pollens.
a virus or organismvmich attacks the brain and--- produces madness.

25. The heart beats faster
during sound sleep.
after exercising.
when one faints.
when one is walking slovdy.

26. Mosquitoes can be best eliminated by
swatting them.
importing birds.
destroying the breeding places of the mosquitoes.
using heat.

27. Malaria is transmitted to man by
drinking water.
breathing impure air.
autumn temperatures.
bite of mosquitoes.

28. Soil bacteria are helpful by
making the soil porous.
changing the color of the soil.
adding nitrogen to the soil.
making the soil lighter.

29. Black stem rust should be eradicated because it
kills barberry.
damages wheat.
is a bacteria.
attacks garden vegetables.

30. The prop or spur roots on corn
aid in holding up the stalk.
protects the plant against injury by plow.---
helps to keep insects off the stalk.
aids in fixing bacteria in the soil.

31. In order to control insects, one must
know their life history and habits.
be well informed about all insects that live.
know their si~e and color.

---- know whether they crawl or fly.

32. The farmer cultivates hiS corn soon after a rain
to enrich the soil.
to compress the soil firmly about the roots.
to hold moisture and aid in grov~h.

to fertilize the soil.
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33. The Colorado beetle feeds on
blades of rye.
foliage of the potato.
any green plant.
roots of trees.

34. ,The San Jose Scale
eats helpful insects.
destroys harmful insects.
causes wormy apples.
destroys fruit trees.

35. We cull our flock of hens in order that we may
have a more profitable flock.
have an equal number of cocks and hens.
have an older flock.
prevent chickens from molting.

36. Snakes, in the main, take their food by
absorbing it through their fangs.
sucking blood.
biting off s~all bits, like dogs and cats.
swallowing it whole.

37. Crop rotation is practiced by farmers in order to
lengthen the period of fertility of the land.
adapt the crops to the season.
prevent the land from lying idle during the winter.---
secure enough food for the farm animals.

38. Dodder is a parasite because
it lives off other plants.
it fertilizes the soil.
it provides food for animals.
it is valuable to the farmer.



FORM B

There are four possible words given for completing
each incomplete statement below. Only one of these words
makes the statement true. Wrtte in the parenthesis ( )
after each statement the nill~ber of the word that makes the
statement read correctly.

Example:

The chief waste product thro~TI off by animals is
(1) oxygen; (2) carbon dioxide; (3) hydrogen;
(4) nitrogen. (2)

Carbon-dioxide is the correct answer, so place 2 in
( ) at the end of the statement.

An animal whose blood temperature is the same as
the medium in which it lives is said to be (1) cold
blooded; (2) prolific; (3) a mammal; (4) canni
balistic.

An example of 8 fish is the (1) whale; (2) cray-
fish; (3) seal; (4) carp. ( )

3. A cold-blooded animal is (1) the snake; (2) polar
bear; (3) rabbit; (4) VllOlf.

4. A poisonous snnke is the (1) copperhead; (2) black-
snake; (3) cow snake; (4) garter snake. (

5. A plant, the seeds of ~lich are adapted for dis
persal by wind, is (1) cockle bur; (2) pecan;
(3) smart weed; (4) milkweed. ( )

6. Linen is made from the fibre of (1) cotton;
(2) flax; (3) seaweeds; (4) cocoon of insects.

7. Ferns reproduce by means of (1) fleshy fruits;
(2) spores; (3) budding; (4) tubers.

8. All insects haveJl) four wings; (2) scales;
(3) six 1 eg s ; (2 ) fur. ( )

9. The mouth parts of' the mosquito are adapted for
(1) chewing; (2) sucking; (3) stinging; (4) or

mouth parts are absent. ( )

10. The unfertilized eggs of the honey bee hatch
into (1) workers; (2) slaves; (3) guards;

. (4) drones. ( )

II~An insect that has its home organized like the
honey bee is the (1) an~; (2) butterfly;
(3) beetle; (4) ladybug. ( )



22. All animal life directly or indirectly depends
upon (1) factories; (2) insects; (3) plants;
(4) iron. ( )

21. The skeleton of a cOlwnon animal used in auto
laundries for washing automobiles is (1) sponge;
(2) snail; (3) ant eater; (4) dragon fly. ( )

25. Besides being a disease of man tularolnia is a
disease of (1) snakes; (2) fish; (3) quails;
(4) rabbits. ( )

air;
(

All food originally comes from the (1) sea; (2)
(3) green plants; (4) fungi.

14.

15. A chicken has ~o teeth; its food is ground in
its (1) gizzard; (2) liver; (3) esophagus;
(4) pancreas.

16. The little green cabbage worm later develops into
8. (1) small white butterfly; (2) roach-like insect;
(3) potato bug; (4) moth. (

20. A fur-bearing animal of Indiana which carries its
young in a pouch of the abdomen is the (1) fox;
(2) opossum; (3) skunk; (4) muskrat. ( )

12. The crayfish grows by (1) hibernating; (2) molting;
(3) increasing its number of pincers; (4) lying
in the sun. ( )

13. 'Eggs of the crayfish are glued to (1) weeds;
(2) rocks; (3) fish; (4) the under side of the

mother's body.

17. One of Indiana's game birds which nests on the
ground and lays from 12 to 18 white e~cs is the
(1) bluebird; (2) hawk; (3) quail; (4) kingfisher. ( )

18. A cat is a close relative of the (1) horse; (2) tiger;
(3) opossum; (4) wolf. ( )

19. A plant which lives but a single year is called
(1) evergreen; (2) perennial; (3) annual; (4) bi-
ennial. ( )

23. An animal valuable to the farmer because it destroys
insects of the garden is the (1) cat; (2) mouse;
(3) lizard; (4) toad. ( )

24. A disease of the respiratory tract is (1) tuber
culosis; (2) malaria; (3) anemia; (4) typhoid
fever. ( )



29. The skeleton of man is made of (1) carbon;
(2) gristle; (3) bone; (4) shells. .

32. The amount of heat one uses is measured in
(1) degrees; (2) ounces; (3) grams; (4) calories. ()

35. If blood fails to clot the result is a (1) hemor
rhage; (2) diabetes; (3) increased blood presEure;
(4) drop sy • ( )

( )

vaccine;
( )

(2) vaccination;
( )

Smallpox is prevented by (1) medicine;
(3) an operation; (4) anti-toxin.

The decay of teeth is cBused by (1) bacteria;
(2) chewing; (3) enzymes; (4) sodium.

A substance which, when taken into the body,
tends to cause death is (1) an antidote; (2)
(3) a poison; (4) an antitoxin.

26. Bones are· joined to other bones by (1) nerves; (2)
ligaments; (3) skin; (4) veins.

27. The safest kind of milk to drink is (1) pasteurized;
, (2) clarified; (3) warm; (4) frozen. (

28..The most nearly cOID]lete food is (1) milk;
(2) bread; (3) meat; (4) oatineal.

34.

33.

30. The gallbladder is within the (1) liver; (2) spleen;
(3) heart; (4) stomach. ( )

31. Diphtheria is a disease of (1) the throat; (2)
skin; (3) liver; (4) lungs. ( )

41.

38. In pasteurization, milk must be (1) chilled;
(2) sunned; (3) treated with chemicals; (4) heated. ( )

39. Light gets into the retina of the eye t>rough (1) eye-
lids; .(2) pupil; (3) iris; (4) eyelashes. ( )

40. The power of the body to resist disease is called
(1) vaccination; (2) innoculation; (3) immunity;
(4) antitoxin. ( )

36. The normal temperature of the body of an adult per
son approximately is (1) 500 Farenheit' (2) 98.60

Farenheit; (3) 1500 Farenheit; (4) 1066 Farenheit. (

37. Wearing ~lasses will not correct (1) near-sighted
ness; (2) far-sightedness; (3) cross-eyes; (4) color-
blindness.· ( )
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(2) water;
( )

An animal which is very destructive to young apple
trees is (1) the rabbit; (2) the fox; (3) the bat;
(4) owl. ( )

Acid soil may be helped by adding (1) sand;
(Z,) limestone; (4) fertiliz er.

An example of a leguminous plant is the (1) clover;
(2) toadstool; (3) nasturtium; (4) moss. ( )

A common disease of cats in Indiana is (1) brol'm
rot; (2) scab; (3) club root; (4) smut.

Peas, alfalfa, soy-beans, and clover are used in
crop rotations because they a~~ to the soil (1) cal
cium; (2) carbon; (3) oxyg'en; (4) nitrogen. (

A plant growing where it is not wanted is considered
a (1) ",reed; (2' veo:etable; (:::) flovrer; (4) ne-
cessity. ( )

Most fertilizers contain the valuable plant-food
element (1) nitrogen; (2) iron; (3) oxygen;
(4) chlorine.

The apple worm is the larva of the (1) boll weevil;
(2) tsetse fly; (3) codling moth; (4) milkweed
butterfly.

Soil is nrotected from erosion by (1) vegetation;
(2) irrigation; (3) reclmnation; (4) fertilization. (

An insect that is helpful to man is (1) ladybug;
(2) codling mot~; (3) chinch bug; (4) Colorado

beetle.

42. A thermometer is used to measure (1) temperature.
(2) pressure; (3) vreight; (4) ,sight. '

43. In the dark the pupil of a eat's eye is (1) larger;
I (2) smaller; (3) absent; (4) of equal size. (

44. All cows in certified dairies are tested for
(1) typhoid; (2) mange; (3) diphtheria; (4) tuber-
culosis. , (

The principal disease of hogs is (1) diphtheria;
(2) ricket s; (3) cholera; (4) pneumonia.

1wo breeds of hogs are Poland China and (1) Percheon;
(2) Hereford; (3) Duroc Jersey; (4) Ayrshire. ( )

51.

52.

55.

56.

54.

53.

45.

46.

47.

f 48.I
f

49.

50.



60. If a cat falls from a tall building or tre~ it
demonstrates a theory of physics by (1) turning
a somersault; (2) landing on its feet; (3) scratch-
ing itself; (4) running up the nearest tree. (

63. Frozen water pipes burst because of (1) expansion
of freezing water; (2) contracti:)n of metal;
(3) expansion of metal; (4) chemical action.

64. When air is heated it (1) e:xpands; (2) contracts;
(3) falls; (4) liquifies. ( )

61. Electric wires are covered because otherwise the
wire (1) 'Nould turn lJ.P i (2) would set fire to in
flanlll1able material; (3) "'Tould break easily;
(4) would glO\~T or shine. ( )

62. The source of the most healthful light is (1) the
sun; (2) kerosene lamp; (3) electric light;
(4) candle light. ( )

The propelling mechanism of an automobile is termed
the (1) differential; (2) governor; (3) chassis;
(4) motor. (

Balloons float in the air because (1) they are
lighter than air; (2) they are of a silvery color;
(3) they are made of rubber; (4) they use an engine
for propelling purposes. (

The cauacity to do work is called (1) momentum;
(2) me~hanical advantage; (3) energy; (4) velocity. (

The best lining for a refrigerator is (1) tin;
(2) enamel; (3) copper; (4) iron.

The device in water or steam pipes for stopping the
flow at any point is called a (1) damper; (2) valve;(
(3) faucet; (4) switch.

57. Seeds for' plants, like tomatoes and cabba~es, should
be planted (1) in the fall; (2) in the late sprin~'
(3) in the late 'Hinter; (4) during the summer. 0_' ( )

58 • ,The sparks which 8reseen. when strokinr" a eat's
fur on a dark night ar~ due to (1) the-food it
eats; (2) electrici ty caused. by friction; (3) tem-
perature; (4) weather conditions. ( )

5~. The use of our ear lobes is (1) wholly for sake of
appearance; (2) to catch sound \II.raves; (3) to
deaden harshness of sound; (4) to guard inner ear
against injury. ( )

67.

65.

68.

6~.

66.



75. Two types of air craft '\Nith motor power are the air
plane and (1) submarine; (2) dirigible; (3) yacht;
(4) gliders.

76. When the lights of an automobile are on and the
engine is runn l.'t1C the bat tery is being (1) ch8.r~'ed;

(2) di scharged; (3) renewed.; (4) recovered.

74. Ordinary suction pumps will lift water only approxi
mately (1) 5 ft.; (2) 15 ft.; (3) 28 ft.; (4) 60 ft.

( )
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( )

( )

The most COlmilon means of trans~ortation is by
(1) airplane; (2) sailboat; (3) automobile;
(4) dirigible.

The airDlane furnishes vd.nd by means of the (1) cock-
pit; (2) propeller; (3) rudder; (4) I!liders. ( )

The steam engine uses energy by expansion of (1)
coal; (2) air; (3) steam; (4) lubricatin€:' oil.

72. 'rhe silvery liquid frequentl:y found in tllermornet ers
is (1) white gold; (2) water; (3) mercury; (4) sil-'
ver. (

73. Vlhen alcohol is added to water, the freezing
temperature of the mixture is (1) hieher than that
of pure v,rater; (2) the salle as I:JUre water; (3) 10\l\'er
than that of pure 1,\'ater; (4) approxir.19tely the same
as pure water. ( )

71. ,Heating systems are placed. in the cellar because
heat causes v,,rarrn 1,"ater and' warm air to (1) evaporate;
(2) contract; (3) rise; (4) fall. ( )

70. The handle of a skillet becomes hot as a result
of (1) resistance; (2) friction; (2) conduction'
(4) radiation. ' , ()

77.

79.

80. The gas and air used by the automobile are mixed in
the (1) valve; (2) star'ter; (3) carburetor;
(4) choker.

81. Violin music is produced by means of (1) reeds;
(2) hammers; (3)tubes; (4) strings. ( )

82. Reflected sounds are called (1) echoes; (2) splashes;
(3) gurgles; (4) crashes. ( )

83. 'Electricity is bought by the (1) volt; (2) ao~ere;

(3) kilowatt hour; (4) centimeter. (

78.

,.
f

fr,
t,



88. The fine wire in electric lamps is made of (1) cop-
per; (2) iron; (3) tungsten; (4) brass. ( )

89. The safety device in a switch box is called (1) a
fuse; (2) meter; (c) <:in ampere; (4) a dial. ( )

95. Cleaning ~ithout water is (1) dry cleaning;
(2) s::;)Qnsing; (3) using disinfectant; (4) press-
ing. ( )

straw;
(

The best method of se·wB.ge disposal is (1) cess pool;
(2) open sewer; (3) closed sewer. (4) septic tank. (

Concrete is best reinforced with (1) wood; (2)
(3) rope; (4) iron.

It is dangerous to put fresh coal on a fire, close
dovrn the damper ane: - Ie ve the stove door OD en or
1 i d 0 f f b e cuuse (1) t 11 e fir ego e 2 0 u t; (2 ) C 'wa s t e
of coal; (3) a poisonous gas escapes; (4) an
explosion will occur.

Soan lathers best in water that is (1) h2rd; (2)
cold; (3) mineral; (4) distilled.

People are sometimes killed when automobile engines
are running in smell closed garages by the poisonous
gas called (1) carbon dioxide; (2) phos€ene; .
(3) methane; (4) carbon monoxide. ( )

One of our lightest metals is (1) tin; (2) aluID.inwn;
(3) iron; (4) 1 ead .

The most used product made from petroleum is (1) kero
sene; (2) lubricating oil; (3) gasoline; (4) naptha.

( )
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Two or more cells connected together form a (1) battery.,
('2) dynamo; (3) valve; (4) ampere. ( )

A non~cohductor of electricity is called (1) an
, insulator; (2) distributor; (3) fuse; (4) carburetor.

( )

84.

The ordinary voltage for homes is (1) 50 volts;
(2) 110 volts; (3) 145 volts; (4) 200 volts.

87. A l1Iagnet v,ill easily attract (1) cop:)er; (2) iron;
(3) tin; (4) zinc.

85.

86.

90. The water best fitted to remove dirt from clothes
is (1) hot hard; (2) hot soft; (3) tepid hard;
(4) cold soft. ( )

92.

94.

91.

93.

96.

98.

97.



106. The mornin~ star is seen bef0re sunrise in the
(1) south; - (2) west; (3) east; (4) north. ( )

101. Glass is manufactured at a hi2h terlDerature fro~
(1) sand; (2) clay; (3) gravel; (4)-" l02El. ( )

111. The exact hour of the day at any place may be meas
ured by a sun dial, and is (1) standard time;
(2) railroad time; (3) central time; (4) sun time. (

65

( )

(1) hard;
( )

Water put in automobile batteries should be
(2) hot; (3) distilled; (4) mineral water.

The most numerous kind of animal is the (1) insect;
(2) man; (3) fox; (4) bird. ( )

The longest resting period for most plants is
(1) spring; (2) SUlID:1er; (3) autumn; (4) winter.

Frozen rain drops fall as (1) dew; (2) hail;
(3) fog; (4) mist.

103.

99. Lime is made from (1) shale; (2) limestone; (3) loarn;
,(4) granit e • ( )

100. Pure gold is always (1) white; (2) yellOlN; (3) green;
,(4) red. ( )

102. Concrete is made by the mixing of proper proportions
of water and sand with (1) lava; (2) straw; (3) cement;
(4) bark. ( )

104. Water is best purified by (1) distillation;
(2) straining; (3) softening; (4) freezing.

105. The cornmon friction ~'Tlatch is tipped vdth (1) sul
phur; (2) carbon; (3) mercury; (4) oxygen.

107. The rainbow is seen after a shower in the after
noon (1) directly overhead; (2) in the north;
(3) in the east; (4) in the south.

108. The surface of the moon is (1) smooth; (2) rugged;
(3) plane; (4) level. ( )

109. The pointers in the Big Dipper Doint toward
(1) Venus; (2) the North Star; (3) the sun; (4) the

Milky Way. ( )

110 .. The sun is nearer the earth in (1) spring; (2) fall;
(3) winter; (4) summer. (

114.

113.

112.



116. Temperature is measured in (1) watts; (2) degrees;
(3) calories; (4) currents. ( )

117. Vlhen metal, such as iron, is heated, it becomes
(1) larger; (2) smaller; (3Y dark; (4) ~reen.

125. The color which absorbs heat most rapidly is
(1) whi t e ; (2) b1ue ; (3) b1a ck ; (4) pink.

:'~ ' ..'.
:

( )

(

is (1)

.'
, .

~ ." .. "'.... .... .. ..

.
...... ..

The evening star is seen after sunset in the
(1) north; (2) south; (3) east; (4) west.

Wet clothes dry most quickly when the weather
cold and d81np; (2) hot and da_llp; (3) rainy;
(4) clear and windy.

A bonfire will burn best on a (1) cold damp day;
(2) hot damp day; (3) drizzly day; (4) clear,

windy day.

118. The longest day of the year occurs in the month
of (1) ,January; (2) ,June; (3) December; (4) I,larch.

115. A governmental agency which has greatly aided
agricultural people is the (1) Stock Exchange;
(2) Wall Street; (3) Vfeather Bureau; (4) Depart
ment of War.

120.

121.

119. 'ilhen the moon is betv'leen tl18 ea.rth and the sun,
it is (1) full moon; (2) new moon; (3) first
Quarter; (4) last Quarter.

122. A large aI:lount of smoke is caused by burning
(1) hard coal; (2) ,zas; (0) 'Nood; (4) soft coal.

126. An artificial fiber used for ladies' hose is
(1) cotton; (2) wool; (3) rayon; (4) jute.

124. Ridding surgical instruments of bacteria is called
(1) sterilization; (2) pasteurization; (3) ger
mination; (4) fertilization.

123. Man's greatest source of natural heat is the
(1) moon; (2) sun; (3) stars; (4) volcanoes.

127.
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